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Geometry of Some Simple Nonlinear Differential Operators.

H. P. MC KEAN (*) - J. C. SCOVEL (**)

1. - Introduction.

The very simplest nonlinearity is the map X --&#x3E;- X2 folding the real line
in half. We study the effect of this nonlinearity when it is combined with
the simplest of differential operators D = dldx and D2 ; more precisely, we
study the geometry of the maps A : f --&#x3E; D f -)- f 2 on the space of functions
of period 1 and B : f --&#x3E; D2f + /2/2 on the space of functions vanishing at
x = 0 and x = 1. A is a fold, i. e. there are coordinates on the domain and

on the range, so that A is expressed as (x1, x2 , x3 , ... ) - (X2 1 x2 , XI I B is
not so simple: indeed it presents local folds in co-dimension 1, cusps in co-
dimension 2, and a whole series of higher singularities, though, being an
analytic map, the degree of the singularity is always finite. The number of
preimages of a point is finite too. The singular set of B is comprised of sheets

M,,, = ff: Ån(f) = 0} in which Ål{f}  Å2(f), etc. is the spectrum of F = - D2 + f
subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions. The first sheet is a convex sur-

face. The others lie one below the other and have each one more principal
direction of negative curvature relative to the ambient space. The chief
tool is the simple geometrical observation that Bfi and Bf2 coincide if and
only if f = 2 ( f 1 + f2) lies on a singular sheet and e =1 (fl - f2) is proportional
to the singular direction at f. That is why this particular map is so trac-
table. B maps ifi 1:1 onto a convex surface and the region above the latter
is both the full range of B and the 1:1 image of the region above Ml. As
the image B f rises, its preimages proliferate; in particular, if fo lies below
the n-th sheet, then B f = B fo has at least 2n solutions. This proliferation
can be followed in detail for B f = k as kt c&#x3E;o since the equation can be in-

(*) The work presented in this paper was performed at the Courant Institute
of Mathematical Sciences, New York, with the support of the National Science
Foundation under Grant NSF-MSC-76-07039.

(**) Much of the work presented consists of a revision of the author’s thesis
(1983) completad at the Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences, New York.
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tegrated explicitly in terms of elliptic functions. This leads to the following
estimate: if fo is fixed, then the number N of preimages of -B/o + k obeys
the rule N&#x3E; [0 + 0(1)]4Ýk in which C is a certain constant expressible by
elliptic integrals. It is our belief that the estimate is sharp for most large
values of k, but the proof escapes us.

This study was inspired by a result of Ambrosetti-Prodi [1] and Berger-
Church [3]. They proved that if Q is a domain in Rà (d &#x3E; 2), if Â1  Â2 are
the first two eigenvalues of - d subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions
and if K is a convex function of 1 variable with derived function rising from
- oo  .g’ (- oo)  A, to Â2  K’(+ oo)  co, then the map f -&#x3E; - 4 f
+ K(f) is a fold. We decided to see what happens when K’(f) crosses all
the energy levels of - d in dimension 1, the map B being the simplest can-
didate. A good deal of the present paper carries over to - L1f + f2/2 and
variants of it in %&#x3E;2 dimensions. This will be reported upon by Scovel
in another publication [9].

2. - Variations on the Riccati operators.

The Ricatti operator (1) Af = D f + f2 provides a nice model problem:
it presents a global fold, as will be proved in a moment. Let HO be the (real)
function space L2(o, 1) with standard inner product and let Hi be the sub-
space of H° of periodic functions of period 1 with Df c HO and norm Ilfll

i 1

= flDfl2 +flfl2 . A is a proper map from lIl to HO, meaning that the inverse
0

map preserves compactness.

PROOF. Let A f = D f + f 2 = v be controlled in HO. Then

so that f is controlled in Hi. Since we are on the unit interval f 2 is
v

controlled in HI, which is compactly imbedded in H°. The rest is standard.

Singular set and range

The singular set of A is the class M of points f E Hi where the differential
dA = D + 2/ has a nontrivial null vector e e HI; off the singular set the
cheap implicite function theorem guarantees that A is a local diffeomorphism,
dA being a Fredholm map of index zero and so (boundedly) invertible there.

1

PROPOSITION 1. M is the plane (f, 1), = jf = 0.

(1) D signifies differentiation D f = f’.
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PROOF. dAe =2)6-]- 2 f e = 0 is solved by multiples of e1 = exp (- 2 jf)
1 0

and periodicity of e is equivalent to jf = 0.
0

PROPOSITION 2. A (M) is the class of function v E H° such that the Hill’s
operator f or - D2 + v has vanishing lowest periodic eigenvalue ; in particular,
it is a smooth convex surface dividing H° into two connected pieces.

x

PROOF. Let f E .ltT and e = exp (- 2ff) as above, and write e = 2v-2.
0

Then f w-’Dw and A f = D(w-1Dw) + (w-1Dw)2 = w-i D2 w. This shows

that v = A f has groundstate w &#x3E; 0 [- D2w + vw = 0] so that - D2 + v
has vanishing lowest eigenvalue. The converse is just as easy: if - D2 + v
has lowest eigenvalue 0, then its groundstate w is a positive solution of
- D2w + vw = 0, and it is an elementary exercise to check that f = w-1Dw

1

E Hi satisfies If = 0 and A f = v. The rest is common knowledge. Let
o

AO(v) be the lowest eigenvalue of- D2 + v so that A (M) == Hon [v ; Âo(v) = 0].
The convexity of A(M) is equivalent to the concavity of 20: Åo(!v1 + !v2)
&#x3E; !ÂO(v1) + !ÂO(v2) unless VI = ’V2, while the smoothness of A(M) follows
from the fact that the gradient of lo does not vanish along A(M) : in fact,

1

the gradient is VAO(V) = ro2(fw4)-i; see art. 4 for review of such matters.
o

PROPOSITION 3. A is 1:1 on M.

PROOF. Let fi and /s E M have the same image. Then 0 = Af, - Af,,
= Deo + ( f 1 + f 2 ) eo with eo = f 1- f2, and either eo = 0 or else it is of one

111

signature. The latter possibility contradicts f eo = ffl - ff2 = 0.
0 0 0

PROPOSITION 4. A maps the half-space above M 1:1 onto the region above
A(M) ; in fact, the latter is the whole range of A.

PROOF. Let A f = v. Then, for w E Hi,

and since the minimum of the first expression, subject to is the
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lowest eigenvalue Âo(v), Âo(Af):&#x3E;O; moreover, if Âo(v) = 0 so that w e A(M),
then f = w’ /w at the minimum and f e M, w being root free in its office

of ground state. This shows that A(Hi) lies on or above .A(if). Now restrict
A to M or above : it is open above being a local diffeomorphism and also
closed being proper, so it has to be onto. It remains to check that it is 1:1.
This proceeds as before : if AI- == AI+ = v with 1- and f+ above M, then
eo + 210 eo == 0 With eo = 2 ( f + - f -) and fo = 2 ( f + + f-), and either e° = 0,

x

or else it is a nonvanishing multiple of exp (- 2 ffo) and its periodicity im-
1 0

plies that f 10 === 0, forcing one of the f’s to lie below If. The proof is finished.
o

PROPOSITION 5. The number N of preimages v E HO obeys the rule : N(v)
- 0, 1, or 2 aecording as v lies below, on, or above A(M).

PROOF. The first count follows from prop. 4, as does the second in view
of the fact that A-l{A(M)) _ M. To confirm the third count, notice that
N(v) is constant above A(M), A being a proper, local diffeomorphism there,
so that it suffices to compute an example. Let A f be a constant k. Then

1

o ===ff’ Af ==f(f’)2 -t- ff’f2 ===f(f’)2 so f’=== 0 and f === -:1:Vk. Now Âo(k) === k,
o o o 0

and if this number is negative there are no solutions, while if it is 0 there
is one, and if it is positive there are 2. The count is finished.

The fold

A is now a prime candidate for a fold: if v lies above A(M), then it has
2 preimages f+ and f-; eo == !(f+ - f-) satisfies e§ + 2feo === 0 with f o === !(f+
-}-/_) e if and with the right labelling eo&#x3E; 0, so that f+ = /o + eo lies

above M, f- === /o - eo lies below, and v = f( +e§ + f§ +2fo e§ + e: == f( + f:
+ e§ = v° + e§ with Vo = Afo E A ( lVl ), as in the figure.

Figure 1
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This really looks like a fold of the form (Xl’ X2, x., ...) -&#x3E; (xl, x2 , x3 , ... ) :
in fact, it may be reduced to precisely this map by the application of global
diffeomorphisms to the right and to the left.

The proof can be done by general methods but it is nicer to do it by
hand; the preceeding computations indicate the route to follow.

x

STEP 1. Let eo = exp (- 2 jfo) for f o E .lVl [e’ + 2f,, e,, = 0] ; it is to be
o

proved that the map fo --&#x3E; fo + ceo(fo) of (fo, c) E -lVl xR to .HI is 1:1 and onto.

PROOF. It is required to solve f = fo + ceo for fo E M and c e R starting
x

from f c- H". Let p = egp (2 J f) = 1 /eo . Then 2 f o = p’ /p, so that p = ;fo
o

+ ceo needs p- 2fp = - 2c with p(O) = 1, of which the explicit solution
x x x

is p = exp f2f/) - 2c jexp (2ff) dy, c being determined by the periodicity
o 0 ’Y 1 1 1

of p : 1 = p(0) = j)(l) = exp (2ft) - 2fexp (2ff) dx- Now p is root-free and
0 0 x

so positive [p(O) = 1]: otherwise, it has two consecutive roots (or a double
root) at which its slope p’= - 2c is the same, and that is impossible in a

x

periodic function unless c = 0, in which case p = exp (2f/) is positive
x 0

anyhow. The upshot is that p is of the form exp (2f/o) with fo E H’ and
1 0 

’

ffo = 0 by the periodicity of p. The proof is finished.
o

STEP 2. The map of Step 1 is a global diffeomorphism.

PROOF. This is plain from the computations of Step 1 expressing the
inverse map f -+ (fo, c): it is well-defined and smooth.

STEP 3. The left-hand diffeomorphism X x R ---&#x3E;- H’ just produced is

combined with the map A to obtain the diagram

Now the map B of X x R to HO expressed by the rule

is a global homeomorphism as will be proved in the next steps. The ap-

plication of the inverse map to the right of the diagram produces the final
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fold:

in which fo E M is fixed and the additional coordinate c is merely squared.

STEP 4. The forward map B is smooth; it sends lVl X 0, 1:1 onto A (M),
M+ = M x (0, co) onto the region above A(M), and M- = M x (- oo, 0)
onto the region below A(M). The main part of the proof is to check that
each of the 3 pieces is a global diffeomorphism. The lower part is trivial and
the middle piece is easy from what went before, so only the upper piece is
dealt with below.

STEP 5. B is 1:1 on M-4-.

PROOF. B maps (fo, c) c Mx (0, oo) to v = vo -f- ce’ 0 with vo + A fo
x x

= f§ + f2 0 and eo = exp (- 2ff,,,) ; notice that W = egp ( jfo) is the ground
o 0

state of vo : - m" + VOCO = 0. Now if B is not 1:1 on M+, then neither is the
map (vo, c) E A(M) X (0, 00)--+ Vo + ee2 0 = (Col/60) + (C/W4), and as the map v--&#x3E; W
is plainly 1:1, (t) + e(O-4 must be the culprit. Let us absorb the

number c &#x3E; 0 into wand look at the simplified map W -+ ÚJ--IWIl + W-4 of
arbitrary (smooth) positive functions: the old c can be recovered from the
new m(0). It is to be proved that this map is injective : in fact if it sends WI
and W2 to the same place, then CO"IW, + (0-4 = m§/m + W;-4 gives

(co ff 1(102 - (01(02)(CO. - W2) ((Ol( 02) -’(0 J" - (O:)(WI - &#x3E; 0 
and this is not possible unless w, =-= co,. The proof is easy: W2 cannot be
every,vhere :&#x3E; WI’ or vice versa and keep both v3L = CO if co, and V2 = (Off/CO2
on the surface A (.M) where the lowest eigenvalue vanishes, so there is an
interval where ay &#x3E; W2 with equality at the ends. In that interval,
W:W2 - O-)l OJ2 increases from its left hand value (Wl)(WI - co,)&#x3E; 0 and this
makes (Wl!W2)’ &#x3E; 0 inside, preventing the equality WI = W2 at the right
hand end.

STEP 6. B/M+ is closed.

PROOF. If v = f§ + t: + ceo is controlled in H°, then
is also controlled in view of

1

the portion of f 172 not accounted for being positive. The rest is routine.
o
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STEP 7. B 1,,,, is a local di f f eomorphism.

PROOF. The differential of B acts by the rule

it is a compact perturbation of the simpler map

Now the first map (and likewise the second) has only the trivial null-space;
x

indeed, with p exp (2ff.) the vanishing of dB(io, ë) is expressed as
x 0

p-"D(plo) = 4 ,Cp-2f/ 0 - dp-2; this is multiplied by p2 and differentiated to
0 

produce DpD(plo) = 4cfo; a subsequent multiplication by pfo and inte-
i 

gration from x = 0 to x = 1 yields -fp[D(PIO)i 2= 40fp (f.)2, and as the
0 0

integrals right and left are of opposite signature, they must vanish, forcing
1

p f o to be constant, and in fact vanish in view of p &#x3E; 0 and f io = 0; then
0

6 = 0, too, as required. It remains to prove that the second simplified
map is boundedly invertible from .bf° to TX x R, which is easy : h = D to

i 1

+ 2/0 fo + 6 - 2ffo /o determines 9 = f h at once; then you can compute f o
010

in terms of /0(0)1 floIO9 69 and h by elementary integration as in Step 1:
x 0 

-, 

f o = eo io(O) - 2 o §e/ (y) dy] + known function, 
‘ 

and finally determine 1)
1 0 1

jfo fo by periodicity of fog and 2) /o(0) itself by ffo = 0. Both f o and 6 depend
0 0

boundedly upon h by inspection. The proof is finished.

STEP 8 is merely to collect all the pieces to conclude that B is a dif-
feomorphism of .M+. The fold is confirmed.

VARIATION 1. The nonlinearity KO(f) = f 2 can be replaced by any strictly
convex function g with Kif (f):&#x3E; c &#x3E; 0 near = ± oo. The result is the same:
.A=E D -)- K is a global fold. The case K(f) = f4/4 - f is typical. The singular

1

set is now the cubic M: jf3 = 1. The proof is similar, but less concrete.
0

See Scovel [8] for details.
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VARIATION 2. If K is strictly increasing with X’ (I):&#x3E; O2 &#x3E; 0 near + -,
or if it is strictly decreasing with K(f )  - c,  0 near + oo, then A = D + K
is a global homeomorphism ; it is even a diffeomorphism where -K’(f) does
not vanish. The case K( f ) = f 3/3 is typical. The singular set is now the

isolated point f = 0.

VARIATION 3. Let .K( f ) = f 3 + a f 2 + b f be such that neither K’(f)
3f2 + 2af + b nor K"(/) === 61 + 2a is of one signature; the second

stipulation is unnecessary, y while the first requires 2013 oo  b  a2/3. The
1 1

singular set of A = D + K is the locus .lVl where fK’(f) === f(3/2 + 2a f + b)
0 0

vanishes which is to say f ( f + a/3) 2 == 3 (a2/3- b) = r2 in short, it is a

sphere of radius r about - a/3 in the .H° format; in the HI format it appears
as an ellipsoid. The suggestion is that some kind of ellipsoidal coordinates
could be useful in the study of this map, but that has not been carried out.

3. - The operator - D21 + 12/2.

The map B: f f + f 2/2 occupies the rest of the paper; it is defined
first for (real) functions f E C2[o, 1] with f (0) = (1) = 0. Let G be the

Green’s operator for - D2 in that class: 

Then the modified map A = GB: f --&#x3E; f + G f 2/2 extends naturally to a

map of HI to itself, where H" is now the space of (real) functions f E C[0, 1]
1

with f (0) = f (1) = 0 and llf112 ===f/I’/2  oo. A is preferred to B for technical
o

reason but the passage back and forth is easily made and often helpful.
Note that the differential dA = I + Gf is of the form identity + compact
and so invertible when it has a trivial null space. It is important that A is
a proper map.

1

PROOF. Let H° be the space L2[0,1], as before with 1 ifilo 2 It is
o

enough to prove that f is bounded in HO if A f is bounded in H’, G : Li - gl
being compact, as is self evident from
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Let 11 Af il,, be bounded by cl  oo; it is to be proved that ii f 11 0 is limited
1

by some other number. c, depending only on Cl. Let f = ce with f e2 = 1,
so that c = 11 f 11 (, and note 0

is of length  c,/c in Hl.

1

with Cg = 1 + cl/c. In view of fe2 = 1 and JAI I  IIAtlll. The proof is finished
o

by estimating the 3 pieces of

separately for large c = 11 f ll,. 2) implies that the middle piece is over esti-
mated by

if 0-ic C b . Now by 1), (e«cGe2f2 + el/c with

so that lei ctj2 + ci/c for O0153c-l, and the first piece is over estimated
by c-!(ct + ci/c). The same estimate applies for 0153&#x3E; 1- c 4, so that by 3),

providing an explicit limitation of c which is useless at this moment to spell
out. The proof is finished.

4. - Singular set.

The singular set of A comprises the points of HI where its differential
dA = I + G f has a non-trivial null vector e, so that e + G f e = 0, which
is to say that e E C2[o,1] satisfies - e’+ fe = 0 with e(O) = e(1) = 0. Let F
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denote the operator - D2 + f subject to these boundary conditions. The

spectrum of F consists of an infinite sequence of (necessarily simple) eigen-
values Ål(f}  Å2(f)  Å3(f} ... increasing to +00 like :n;2  4n2  9n2  ...
with unit perpendicular eigenfunctions e1(f), e2(f), e3(f),... attached (2). The

singular set of A is now recognized as the union of disjoint sheets M n = HI
r1 [ f : Ân(f) === 0], n = 1, 2, 3, ..., their geometry occupies much of the sequel.

ASIDE 1. The differential dA === I + Gf satisfies (dAe, eh = (Fe, e)o,
so the min-max principle of Courant-Hilbert [4] implies that if dA has n

eigenvalues  0 then so does F and vice versa; the numerical eigenvalues
mostly fail to agree unless they have the special value 0.

ASIDE 2. The geometrical study of the singular sheets in particular,
and of A generally, is most conveniently done in the H° format in preference
to that of j3B This must be kept in mind: for example, the H° gradient
of Ån(f) is V Ån = ej/ while its HI gradient is Gen . The formula is standard

as is the variational formula en (F - Ån)-l(- nenin), in which n is the

co-projection I - en@ en onto the annihilator of en, (F - Ån)-I is construed
as a self-map of the annihilator, and f is an infinitesimal variation of f. The
simple proof is reproduced.

PROOF. The left hand side of Fen = - + ,n en is perpendicular to
11 

en, so I , = in jef = j je[ , and en=== (F-Ån)-l(-ien+enIfe) in which you
o o , o 

recognize the co-projection of - f en. The variational formula for In is just
the statement that V Ån = ej/ in the HO format. Let us also note for future

use that Ân(f) is a (real) analytic function of f as is en( f ) provided you adopt
1

the normalization ell(0) = 1 instead of the eustomary but ambiguous lef = 1.
o

PROOF. Let Y2(0153, Å) be the solution of FY2 = ÅY2 with Y2(0) = 0 and
y§(0) = 1. It satisfies

and can be represented by the corresponding Neumann series, from which
it is seen that y2(1, Â) is a) an entire function of 2 of order 2 and b) an analytic

(2) The format is HO, so etc.
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function of f. The roots of Y2(1, Å) = 0 are the eigenvalues Ân(f), and as
these roots are simple, so they themselves are analytic in f, by a routine
application of Cauchy’s formula. Then Y2(0153, Ån(f)) is the eigenfunction (/)
with the proposed renormalization e§(0) = 1, and its analyticity in f is

read off of the Neumann series.

AMPLIFICATION. The fact that V Ån = en cannot vanish shows that the
n-th singular sheet Mn is a smooth manifold of codimension 1 in HI. It is

even connected ; indeed, it is the graph of a smooth function over a plane.
1

To see this, view HI as the direct sum of the plane (fo: f fo = 0) and the line
o

in the direction G1 = 2 x(1- x). Then f e HI can be expressed as fo + cGl
and Ân(f) is a strictly increasing function of c with exactly one root c = cn( f o)

1 
-1

having a nice gradient Vcn = - ejj(jej/Gl] . In particular M1, M2, Ma,
o

etc. appear in descending order as in fig. 2.
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5. - Inverse images are finite. ,

Let g E HI be fixed. It is to be proved that g = Af == f + Gf2/2 has
(at most) a finite number of solutions f E g1. The proof (and much else)
depends upon a simple piece of

BASIC GEOMETRY. If A f 1 = Af2’ then 0 = Afi - Af2 = eo + G fo eo with
eo = fi - f 2 and fo = -I(f, + f2) which is to say eo E C2[o, I], eo(O) e,(l) = 0,
and Fo eo === - e; + f o eo = 0. To spell it out, Afl = A f 2 only if fo = 2 ( f 1 + f2)
lies on a singular sheet Mn = HI n [f : Än(f) = 0] and eo = fl - f2 is proportional
to the corresponding eigenfunction en( f o). The converse is also true: if
fo = 2 1 (f, + f 2) is singular and if eo = f1 - f2 is proportional to the corresponding
eigenfunction, then A f 1 === Af2. The relations fl = fo + eo/2, f2 = fo - eo/2
prompt use to speak of f 1 and f2 as being reached from Mn and also to speak
of f2 as a reflection of fl across Mn , but more of that later. See fig. 3.

Figure 3

The rest of the proof is divided into 5 steps: it will be seen that the

presence of an infinite number of distinct solutions imply that A-1 g contains
an indefinitely extensible simple curve, this will be contradictory.

STEP 1. Let In (n = 1, 2, 3, ...) be distinct solutions of A f = g. A is

proper so it is permissible to suppose that In tends to 100 in H1 as ntoo. This

point lies on a singular sheet: indeed, Af,),, = g so that -I(f. + f,,) is a singular
point, by basic geometry, and as it tends to /oo the latter is singular, too.
Let Ia&#x3E; E .lVl2 for definiteness. The other sheets are at some distance from f,,,,
so it is permissible to require that the singular points vn = l(f. + f,,) lie

on M2 for every n&#x3E;l. Let i(/0153- In) = cne2(vn) in which e2(0153) is temporarily
standardized by e2(o) = 1.
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STEP 2. Let f be any point of A-Ig with v = -I(f. + f ) E M2 and put
l(/oo - I) ce.,. (v) as for I === In (n &#x3E; 1) in Step 1. It is to be proved that
the correspondence f -+ c is 1:1; in particular, the numbers c. of Step 1 are
distinct (and tend to 0 as nt 00).

PROOF. Let f- and f+ be two such functions so that f == 2 ( f + f ±)
+ l(/oo - Ix) === v + _ (v,) and suppose that c_ and c+ have the common
value c. Then - e’+ f,,,, e = - e’+ (v -)- ce) e = ce 2 f or v = v, and e = e2(V+)
with initial conditions e(O) = 0 and e’(0) = 1. The solution of this problem
is unique whence e2(v_) = e2(v+), v+ = V+, and 1- === f+, as was to be proved.

STEP 3 is to confirm the existence of an arc of such points f = v - ce2(v)
(faithfully) indexed by small values of c and lying wholly on M2. This is

equivalent to solving 100 = v -(- ce2(v) for v E .lVl2 and small c. Note first

that the map (v, c) c H’ x R --&#x3E; v -t- ce2(v) is smooth and that its differential
in v is the identity at v = f and c = 0. Then, the implicit function theorem
guarantees the (unique) existence of a small arc (in HI) v = v(c) solving
v + ce2(v) = 100; the dependence of v upon c is even analytic thanks to the
present standardization e’(0) = 1; compare art. 4. Now the numbers Cn

of Step 1 tend to zero as nt c&#x3E;c,, so by Step 2, the points vn of Step 1 are nothing
but the points v(c.,,) of the arc just constructed for nt c&#x3E;o at any rate. It fol-

lows that the arc lies wholly on .lVl2 since Â2(v) is an analytic function of v,
v = v(c) is analytic in c, and Â2(vn) = 0, while c, = 0(1 ) for ntoo; similarly,
= v - ce2(v) maps to g by A along the whole arc since it does so for

c === Cn = o(l).

STEP 4. The arc of Step 3 is now continued to all values - oo  c  oo:

in detail, if continuation is possible for c  c*  00, then f = v - ce2(v)
e A-1 g can be made to converge in Hi by choice of Cl  C2  ... fic* in view
of the properness of A, and the process of Step 3 can be repeated starting
at this point so as to provide a continuation of the arc past c = c*.

STEP 5 is to elicit a contradiction from the fact that 100- I === 2ce2(V):
A is proper, so A-1 g is compact; this controlls f and so also v = 2 l(f. -f- /)

and the size of e2 near x = 0. It follows from e2(o) = 1 that eo cannot be
1 0

too close to 0 and that Ilf. _ f112 0 = 402 fe2 2 cannot be balanced as cfoo.
o

6. - if. and above.

The top sheet Mi is a smooth surface of co-dimension 1 in HI, with up-
ward-pointing normal proportional to VAJ = e2 1 in the .H° format; it is even
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convex since Â1 is concave:

Let MI be the half space A,,(f) &#x3E; 0 above Mi .

PROPOSITION 1. A is 1:1 on X+.

PROOF. Afl = A/, implies that fo = !(fl + /z) is singular by basic ge-
ometry, y in particular, Ål(fo)O, violating the convexity of Ml if f 1 and f2
are distinct points of Mr.

PROPOSITION 2. A(X,) is a smooth (connected) surface of co-dimension 1.

PROOF. The differential dA = I + G f has null vector el = &#x3E; 0, it
1

cannot be tangent to Ml at f in view of (el, Vl,)o = (el, ei) = fel 3 &#x3E; 0. The
o

rest is routine using the fact that dA = identity -f- compact and the (cheap)
inverse function theorem.

PROPOSITION 3. A is a diffeomorphism of Mr.

PROOF. It is 1:1 and dA has only trivial null space up there (when
A,(I) = 0, Ker (dA) is not in T.MI) .

PROPOSITION 4. A(X+) covers the half-space to one side of A(M1).

PROOF. The map is open; it is also closed, A being proper.

PROPOSITION 5. A(Ml) is, itself, a convex surface and A(Mi) lies above it.

PROOF. Let g+ be distinct points of A (X,+), let g = (1 - C) g- + cg+
(0  e  1) be the segment joining them, and let fEMr be the preimage
of g. Then (3) 0 = g = e -f- G(e f + f2) with e = /. This function is  0
because it satisfies - e" -f-- fe = - (f) 2  0and if it were positive on an open
interval 0 a  x  b  1 with e(a) = e(b) = 0, then you would have

(3) the spot means 8/8c.
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and one or both of the inequalities would be strict unless a = 0, b = I-,
and I - 0, violating f + G f f = d:A 0. It follows that f lies above the point
(1- c) f_ -f- ef+, so that Âl(f) &#x3E; 0: in short g lies properly above A(.Jf1).

PROPOSITION 6. The upward pointing normal to A(M1) is proportional
to - eff 1 in the H° format, or e, 1 itself in the HI format.

Warning: ef (0) is taken positive here and below, so that e, &#x3E; 0 for

0.r 1.
1

PROOF. Let f be a tangent vector to M1 at f: 1 e2f 1 = 0. Then the cor-
0

responding tangent vector to A(M1) is g = f + G f f and the normal to A(M,)
must satisfy

whence n + f Gn - ce’. Now

and f 63&#x3E; 0, so c = 0 and n + f Gn = 0 implies that n = - e" ; indeed,
0

this is a solution and there cannot be another, y I + G f being of index u.
It remains to fix the signature of the upward-pointing normal. To do this,
note that f +elc-M+ for feM, so that A( f + el)-A(f) = 61 + Gtel +
-)- Ge’12 = Ge’12 points upward from A f into A(M+). Then you have only

1 1

to check that n = - e" has the proper signature: f(2013 D2 e,) Ge 2 =fel &#x3E; 0.
o 0

7. - Legendre duality.

It is a self-evident fact that Llf+ can be described as the class of functions
c- H’ with

in which e = ei is the square of any ground state with its natural normal-
‘

ization jeg = 1: in fact, the integral is nothing but  (ei ) 2, so that 1) is the
o
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quadratic form Q[el] in a light disguise and this is least for e1 = e1( f ). To
1

recapitulate: if À:(e) == if e-l(e’}2 for positive function e, then for f ixed
o

jf e HI, ÀI(f) is the minimum of Ài(e:) + ( f, e:)o taken over the class of ground
states el. Indeed, there is a simple duality here: for fixed el, IJ/J(ef), is the
maximum of ÅI(f} - (f, e§)o taken over f E HI because Q[el] = ÅI(f) only for
.el = el( f ) and is larger otherwise, so that

with equality only if e1 = e1( f ). The reason for reproducing these trivialities
will appear in a moment. To begin with, 1) is equivalent to the simple
geometrical fact that IE M-;’-, precisely when the angle between f - II and the
upward normal ef at fi e M1 is less than 90°. See fig. 4. To spell it out :

Figure 4

WARNING. The class of functions e1 is narrower than that admitted into

the competition before, e1 being the ground state of a point 11 E M1, but
it is easy to see that the infimum of Q[e1] is unchanged: it suffices to ap-
proximate the general e1 by a function e &#x3E; 0 in 0 C x C 1 with both e and
ae"/e vanishing at x = 0 and x = 1, which is easy to do.
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The same idea is now applied to A(Ml) (with more profit). This is a

convex surface and A(M"i) fills out what lies above it. Now in the Hl format,
the upward pointing normal to A(Ml) at gl = Af, is proportional el = ei(fi)
so g c- A (M’) precisely when the inner product between g - g, and ei is

&#x3E; 0 for every g, c- A (M,). To spell it out,

in which form the criterion shows a remarkable resemblance to I) in its
1

narrower form: If{e’)2/e -f - (f, e)o:&#x3E; 0 for every e = e2 f rom MI. Notice that,
0

if g = AI for any f E H", then

since e1 is positive, in which a remarkable similarity to 2) is seen, but the
chief point is that this inequality identifies, via 3), A(MI) as the complete
range of A ; in particular, if f- lies properly below the topmost singular sheet M1,
then g = Af- is also the image of some point f+ above M1, i.e., the count N(g)
of the preimages is &#x3E; 2. This is not so on A(M1): there, N(g) = 1, i.e., non
other point of Hi has the same image as fi E Ifi; in particular, the point f+
lies properly above Mi.
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PROOF. Let f 1 E M and let g = Afi have another preimage f 2 . The latter

is properly below M,,, A being 1:1 above. Then v = 2 ( f 1 + f2) is singular
and 6 === ! (11 - f2) is proportional to the corresponding null vector, by the
basic geometry of art. 5. Now e’= ve implies f, = v + e = e’le + e so

that e" = f., e, takes the form e’e., - eell e2 e,  0. This states that e’ el
- ee’ is decreasing for 0  x  1, and as it vanishes at x = 0 and x = 1, it
vanishes everywhere and e = 0, i. e., f 1 = f 2 .

AMPLIFICATION 1. Let us investigate a little more the relation between
the point /_ below M, and the associated point f+ above XL with the same
image. Basic geometry states that v = -1 (f+ + f-) is singular while

-e 2 (f+ - f-) is proportional to the corresponding null vector. The pre-

ceding argument leads to a contradiction if v lies on M2 or on any lower

sheet; for example, if V E if 3 then e has one root 0  r  1 and e is negative
for r  x  1, say, where e" e1- eel’ = - 6!2 e + 2,(f+) ee+ Le+ = e,(f+)] is

negative for r  x  1, so that e’e+ - ee’ decreases from its left hand value
.(3’ e+  0 and cannot vanish at x = 1. The only possibility is that v E X,,.
Think of e1(v) as a vector field attached to v E M1: Then you may speak
of /_ = v - cel(v) as being reached from M, by this field; compare fig. 5.

Figure 5

It is easy to see that this can be done in just one way : in fact if v, - e,e,,(v,)
.are distinct reaches from M, to f- then basic geometry implies that v+
+ eel(v,) are (distinct) primages of v = A fl both above MI, which is not
possible.

The phrase simply reached is used to convey this situation.

AMPLIFICATION 2. The idea of reaching is illustrated by the fact that
the normal field to any closed convex surface in HO = L2[o, 1] reaches simply
into the whole region below M. The proof is trivial: you have only to find
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the point fo of M closest to f- below M and to note that e = fi - f o is normal
to M at fo.

AMPLIFICATION 3. It is also true that the field e1 reaches from M1 to the
whole of M), but not in general) simply.

PROOF. Let f E M{; it is required to find v E M. so that f = v + ce1(v)
with c &#x3E; 0. This is the same as to say that - e" + fe = ce2 can be solved for
some c &#x3E; 0, by a ground state e = e1 from M.. To prove this, you minimize

i 1

Q[e] === f [(e’)2 + fe2]:&#x3E; 0 in the positive part of H1, subject to I e3 = 1. Q[e]
0 0

controls

so f(el)2 is controlled as you head toward the infimum of Q[e], and the weak
compactness of Hi ensures the existence of an actual minimizer e = eo.

1

At that point, - eo + f eo = ceo , and Q[e(,] =c f e’ 0 = c makes c &#x3E; 0; moreover,
0

eo has no interior root since it is an eigenfunction of - D2 + f - cea of one
signature and so must be proportional to its ground state. A little rescaling
does the rest, except to note that the reach need not be simple. The point
is that 2 (and, indeed, indefinitely many) points f- can lie below M, and
have the same image, as will be seen in arts. 8, 9, 12, and 14 below, and
these can be reached from Mi : f- = v - cel(v) (c &#x3E; 0). The reflected points
f+ = v + ce(v) must coincide above M, having the same image, so that f+
can be reached, but in more than one way.

AMPLIFICATION 4. The possibility of reaching from, e.g., M, via the field
e2 is also important for the elucidation of N(g). It is much more complicated;
see arts. 9 and 10.

AMPLIFICATION 5. The criterion 1) for inclusion in M¡ is compared to
that for inclusion in A(M;):

This suggests that for fixed g e A(M;), the infimum of 3), taken over ground
states e1 from Mi, should have an elegant geometrical meaning. A pre-

1

limary scaling by the factor (f e1)-1 is suggested by the scaling
o
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implicit in 1). Then it is easy to check that 3) has a unique critical point
at the ground state e, = el(/o) distinguished by the fact that vo = Alo E AM,
is the (unique) point of that surface from which g can be reached by the
constant field GI ==-Ix(i - x): g = g,, + Gel. The significance of this is

obscure.

AMPLIFICATION 6. The fact that every point f _ below MI can be reached
from MI may be confirmed as follows: the map ( f, c) --&#x3E; f - ce,(f) of M,
X (o, oo) into the region below M., has the differential (f, 6) E TM, xR
-7i + cP-I(eli) - êel8 This is a compact perturbation of the trivially in-
vertible map (i, 6) --&#x3E; f - cel and is itself invertible since the vanishing of
j + cF-I(e, de, implies that f satisfies - /"-t- ( f + eel) f = 0. This is

contradictory: it states that f + eel, y which is above MI is singular and so
has lowest eigenvalue  0. The computation shows that f -&#x3E; f - ce,,(f) is

a local diffeomorphism for c &#x3E; 0. The rest follows from the fact that the

map is proper, by a general principle; see Berger [2]. This is easy: if ( f, c)
E M, x (0 oo) and if f- === f- cei(f) is bounded in HI, then - e + f_ei
== 2013 cef implies that

1 1

is bounded below. This limits the size of c&#x3E; 0 in view of f e&#x3E; (f e)f = 1
and so also the size of f in gl in view of 0 0

and f = f- + cei. The rest is routine.

AMPLIFICATION 7. The same can be done for the field el for any p &#x3E; 1,
the case p = 2 being the normal field: it reaches every point above M1
or below; moreover, the reach is simple below Mi, which is to say that

- e" + f e = - el+’ has just one positive solution with e(O) = e(l) = 0, if Âl(f)  0

and at least one negative solution if ).,l(f) &#x3E; 0. This is nothing new in itself,
but the geometrical picture is more appealing.

8. - Folds and cusps.

The next topic is the local behavior of A in the vicinity of a singular
sheet M = M n. Let f E X and let e = e,,(f) be the null vector of the dif-
ferential dA = I + Gf. The nature of the singularity is regulated by the
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degree of contact of e with M, as measured by the vanishing of the suc-
cessive derivatives of the associated eigenvalue 2 == Ân(f) in the direction
f = e. Let M == M2 for definiteness, so that e = e2( f ) and temporarily
reserve the letters e+ and A+ for the second eigenfunction and eigenvalue of
the variable point f+ = f -p ce. Then with i+ = e,. = a/ac, and a denoting
co-projection I - e+ @ e+,

similarly

if h = I, = 0; and so forth. Not everyone of these successive quantities
can vanish at a singular point, so e has a definite degree of contact.

PROOF. If they did, then the analyticity of Â2 imply that the whole
line f + Re lies inside if 2 and that cannot be: indeed, with normalization
e’(O) &#x3E; 0, e is negative near x = 1, so that f + = f + ce t - oo there as
c fi oo and e+, which must solve - e+ + f+e+ = 0 and have one interior root,
has in fact an unlimited number of roots. More precisely, y if 0  r  1 is

the interior root of e, if r C a  b  1 , and if m is the minimum of - e &#x3E; 0

in a  x  bi then c cannot exceed the root of

and still keep f + ce e M2. Now the map At = f + G f 2/2 has a standard
local form for each of the first few degrees of contact : up to local diffeo-
morphisms to the left and to the right, it can be expressed in suitable local
coordinates (Xl’ X2, x3 , ... ) as ac fold (Xl’ X2, Xa, ...) -+ (zg , X2, Xa, ... ) if Ii # 0,
a cusp (Xl’ X2, Xa, ... ) -+ (x3 1 + aJIX2, X2, Xa, ... ) if 11 = 0 but 12 # 0, and so
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forth. Naturally, such standard forms and the means to recognize them
are common knowledge; see, for example, Whitney [10: 395-400) or Go-
lubitsky-Guillemin [5: 146-148].

SOME GEOMETRY. The locus Ll = M n (11 = 0) is void if M = M1
1

since jeg &#x3E; 0 there. Li is not void for any lower sheet : in fact, it is a connected
o

submanifold of co-dimension 1 in .M- with 11 &#x3E; 0 to one side and 11  0 to

the other.

PROOF, if 2 is typical: e2 has one interior root and M2 is the class of
functions f === e" Ie E HI produced by such e = e,. The non-emptiness of

the locus is seen by taking e anti-symmetric about x -1; its connection1
is plain. Now if f is tangent to M2 at fi then fie2 = 0,

0

on locus (*), so that BlI1 = - 3eF-l(e2) there, and what must be still proved
is the independence of the latter and the normal e2. But if c1 e2 + c2eF-l(e2)
vanishes, then so does cl e + c2F-l(e2) and application of F produces c2e2 = 0,
whence ci = C2 = 0. The proof is finished.

The pattern repeats itself: the sublocus L2 = LI n (12 = 0) is a sub-

manifold of co-dimension 1 in Ll with 12 &#x3E; 0 to one side and 12  0 to the

other; presumably it is connected but this is not proved.

PROOF for M2. The first item is that L2 is not void. Let e be anti-sym-
1

metric about x = 2 so that fe3 = 0 and f G Li. Then h = F-I(e2) is sym-
o 1/2

metric about 1/2 ; it is to be proved that 12 = 2 f e2 h can be positive and also
o

negative. The function h satisfies e2 === Ph === - h" + fh === - h" + e" hIe,
which may be integrated with the aid of h(O) = 0 to obtain h = ce

x ;
- e jd$e-2 je3 the constant c being determined by the symmetry of h, expressed
0 0 1/2 

as h’ (1/2) = 0 ; in particular !I2=== cfe3-fe3fe-2fe3. Let e = 0153/O for 0 c x  0
o o o o

and e = ( 1/2 - x) ( 2 - 6 )-1 for O0153:! with adjustable 0  0 C 1/2 ; this is not
a smooth function but no matter. Now it is easy to compute c = 02/12
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+ (}f8-1f16, and this is negative for 0 = 0+ so that 12 0, while for (}=== !-,
?== 3-1.2-4 while

This proves that L2 is not void. Next, compute VI2 along L2: if f is tangent
1 1

to Ll and L2 , then f ie2 = 0 = jjef-1(e2), so

0 0

with the result that

It is required to prove the independence of a ) the normal e2, b ) VII
== 2013 3e.F’-1(e2), and c) V2. But if

and if c, # 0, then h = F-1(e2) vanishes with e, so that if 0 a  x  b are
consecutive roots of e with e positive between, then

This contradiction makes c3 vanish. The rest was done before.

1

FOLDS. 11 = fe3zA 0 states that the singular direction e is not tangent
o

to the sheet. This is typical of a fold. Let D be a small patch of M about
a fixed point fo of this type. Then A : D ---&#x3E; D’ ==A (D) is a diffeomorphism.
Choose left hand coordinates (x1, x2 , x3 , ...) near D so that f o = (0, 0, 0, ...),
D = (xl == 0) and e(f) = 8/8si on D and right hand coordinates (x’, x’
zi, ...) near D’ so that D’== (xi = 0).
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The inverse diffeomorphism A-" of D’ to D is extended to a diffeomorphism
of the coordinate neighborhood about D’ to the coordinate neighborhood
about D and then applied to the right to reduce the map to the form (x1,
x2 , X3 ...) (X,l 7 X21 X3 ...), with X’ I a smooth function of the left hand co-
ordinates ; in this format, the fact that e(/o) has contact of degree 1 with D
is expressed as ax’lax, = 0 and a2X’IaX2 0 0 at x, = 0. Then X’ = X2 h
with h smooth and positive by choice of the signature of xi , and introduc-
tion of the new coordinate s[ = x11/h combined with the preliminary left
hand diffeomorphism (x , x2 , x3 , ... ) -+ (Xl’ X2, x3 , ... ) produces the diagram
of the standard fold:

1

AMPLIFICATION 1. f e3 &#x3E; 0 on M, so A is a local fold at each of its points.
o

This amplifies the result of art. 7. N(g) = 1 or &#x3E; 2 according as g E A(MI)
or not.

CusPs. Now let e e,(I,) have contact of degree 2 with the singular
i 1

sheet so that 7i f e3 0 but 12 =fe 2FO l(e 2) =A 0; it is to be proved that A
0 0

is a local cusp. Now e is tangent to .M but not the locus Ziy so the map A
is a diffeomorphism of a small patch DeL, about f o . Choose left-hand

coordinates (XI X2, X3’ ... ) near D so that f o = (0, 0, 0, ... ), D = (si = x2 = 0),
and e(h) = alax, on D, and right hand coordinates (x’, x’, x’, ...) near
A(D) = D’ so that D’== (xi = x2 = 0).

Figure 6

As before the inverse diffeomorphism of D’ to D can be used to reduce
the map to the form (x,, X2, X3, ... ) -+ (x’, 1 x2 , x3 , ... ) with x’, 1 x2 smooth func-
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tions of the left hand coordinates. The reduction to the standard cusp is

indicated for fixed x3, x4; it is easy to see that the necessary 2-dimensional

coordinate changes depend smoothly on these variable and so define dif-

feomorphism throughout the coordinate patches.

PROOF. The vanishing of the Jacobian determinant L1 of xi, x2 with
respect to x1 , x, determines a singular curve. This is smooth [grad J =A 0]
and the Jacobian annihilates the singular direction 8/8si [axi/axl = ax,lax,
=== 0] ; in addition alax,, is tangent to the singular curve at the origin [ajlax,
= 0] but has contact only of degree 2 [a2L1lox ¥= 0]. These are precisely the
conditions of Whitney [10] for a cusp; his proof is elementary but not simple.

The stated conditions lead rapidly to a reduced map of the form x.,

= xi + xl x2(1 + ... ), x’ = X2; it is the final reduction to Xl = X 2 + XlX2, 
x2 = x2 plain which is troublesome. Golubitsky-Guilleman [5] shorten the

proof, the key point being that xl is the root of a cubic form T[x’, x2][xl],
but this is a fairly deep fact, so there seems to be no really cheap way.

AMPLIFICATION 2. The discussion indicates that the images of the lower
sheets M2, M3 etc. in A(M+) are pretty complicated. It is not known how

they look in the large, though it might be helpful to compute then on the
machine for a finite-dimensional model: for example, you could model
I - - D2f + f2 /2 by

This has not been done, except to confirm the presence of cusps in dimension 4
by elementary graphics.

9. - A is not injective on M2.

The same is true of the lower sheets ifg, M4, etc., M2 is just to fix ideas.
1

PROOF. The locus Ll c if 2 where h ===fe3 vanishes is a submanifold of
o 1

co-dimension 1, and the sublocus L2 where 1,===f 62 F-1 e 2 also vanishes is
o

-a submanifold of co-dimension 1 in that ; moreover, 1, &#x3E; 0 to one side of L2
in L and 12  0 to the other. Fix a point 10 E L2 and an ambient ball é)

so small that L2 n é) is connected. The maps f --&#x3E; f-1: = t±Ce2(t) are defined
.on O ; c&#x3E;O is a parameter. Let eT-(/) = e2(/x) and ÂT-(/) = 22(fl). The goal
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is to prove

and M2 itself have a nonvoid intersection for small c &#x3E; 0. Then, the result
follows by basic geometry. The steps of the proof are carried out mostly
for 0+; they are the same for 0_.

STEP 1 is to compute the gradients

in which e2 = e, (f), 2, = 2, (f ), and is the co-projection I - e, &#x26; e,:

PROOF. The response of 2+ to an infinitesimal variation f is

The gradient is read off from that.

STEP 2. °::t: is a manifold of codimension 1 in HI.

PROOF. V1+ = 0 is contradictory. Then e§ = ce2(F - Â2)-1(ne) and
1

1 =fe 2 = ofe2(F 2,)-I(nel) = 0, the range of (IT - Â2)-1 being the an-

o o

nihilator of e2.

STEP 3. 0+ intersects M2 for small c &#x3E; 0.

1

PROOF. f e’ 2 takes both signs in M2 m O, so that for small c &#x3E; 0, 2
0
1

=== Â2(f) + 0 f e3 2 + o(c) does the same, and as M2 n 0 is connected, Â+(f)
o

vanishes someplace there, i.e. M2 r1 0+ is not void.

STEP 4. M2 m 01 is a submanifold of co-dimension 1 in M2.
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PROOF. The normal space of M2 n l’) + is the span of e: and V Â+ === e£
- ce2F-I(ne) and this is genuinely two dimensional: if not, there is a de-

pendence
Ci eh + c2 Ce+ - ce2F-I(ne)] = 0 with C2 # 0,

and e+ vanishes with e2 : Let 0  a  b  1 be consecutive roots of e2 === 0

with e2&#x3E; 0 between. Then the lowest eigenvalue of F restricted to axb
is 0. But f+ = f + ce2 exceeds f in that interval, so the restricted eigenvalues
Âi satisfy Âi(f+) &#x3E; Âi(f) = 0, contradicting the fact that e+(a) = e+(b} = 0
which implies Âi(f+)  O.

STEP 5. M 2 n l’):i: moves smoothly out from LI as c increases from c = 0+ ;
in particular, it is connected near f o .

PROOF. The eigenvalue Â+(f) === Â2(f + ce2) is smooth in c and vanishes
1

in the patch M2 n l’) at c = 0; moreover, its derivative at c = 0 is I+ === f e3
o

which vanishes along LI. Choose local coordinates (Xl’ f) on the patch:
f along Li and xl corresponding to the direction VII = - 3e2F-Ie; normal
to .L1 at f. Then Â+(f} is of the form ch with h a smooth function of c, Xl’
and f, and for c &#x3E; 0, M2 r1 °+ is the locus h = 0. Now

so the implicit function theorem permits you to solve Â+(f) = 0 [h = 0]
by smooth choice of xl = XI(C, f). The proof is finished.

STEP 6 is to study just how 0, moves out from Zi. 7i is  0 to one side

of Ll and &#x3E; 0 to the other as in fig. 7, in which the curve represents .L1 and
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1

the dot represents L2; similarly, 12 =fe2F-le2 is &#x3E; 0 to one side of the (con-
0

nected) sublocus L2 n 0+ inside LI n 0+ and  0 to the other. The eval-

uations A+[= ôÂ+/ôc at c == 0] = Ii and +[== 02 Â+/oc2 at c = 0] = - 21,
show that for small c &#x3E; 0,

Figure 7

It follows from fig. 7 that M2 m °+ moves out from L1 into M2 n (I2 &#x3E; 0)
near L1 n (1, &#x3E; 0) and (oppositely) into M2n (12  0) near Ll n (I2  0),
as in fig. 8. The same holds for M2 n 0- except that Â- == - 11 has the

opposite signature to Â+, so that the motion is opposed: f rom L1 () (12) 0)
into M, n (11  0) and f rom L1 n (I2  0) into M2 n (11 &#x3E; 0). The proof
is finished by using the connectedness of lVl2 r1 O:f: to force them to intersect.

Figure 8
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10. - An inequality.

The groundstate inequality :

has a simple extension to excited states:

The proof is postponed in favor of an application. It has just been proved
that points of .M2 can be reflections of each other across M2, i.e., fI === f
:f:ce2 with all three points f, /+, f- on M2. In fact, this is the only way for
two points of M2 to have the sacme image (it is conceivable that they could be
reflections of each other across M3, if 4 etc.); indeed if Af- = Af+, then
fo = -1 (f+ + f-) is singular by basic geometry, and

so that f o lies above Ma: It cannot lie on M1 because eo = 2 (1+ - f -) is
proportional to the singular direction at f o and to M1 would mean that eo

was of one signature, forcing one of f± = fo±eeo to lie above M, instead
of on M2.

PROOF OF THE INEQUALITY. This employs the max-min characterization
of eigenvalues of Courant-Hilbert [4]. Let Tr be the span of any n - 1

independent vectors in H°. Then (4)

with the understanding that f e2 = 1. Let 17;. be the span of ek(/l): k C i
and Y2 the span of ek(/2): k J* Then with Qi for 11 and Q2 for 12, general V
of dimension i + j - 1, and special V = 17; D Pi@ Y2 , you have

The equality is not possible unless f 1 = 12: in fact, the equality of line 2
and line 3 requires ei(f,,) = ±e,(f,), which is not the case if 11 =A 12.

(4) V° is the annihilator of V.
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11. - Diagonal form.

Berger-Church [3] proposed the following definition: a map can be

brought to diagonal form if it can be expressed in suitable coordinates on
the range and the domain as a map of the form

This can be done for the map f --&#x3E; - D2 f + K(f) if the derived function
K’(f) is increasing and crosses only the lowest eigenvalue n2 of - D2; see
Berger-Church [3]. The present function K(f) = f crosses every eigenvalue
n2n (n = 1, 2, 3, ...) of - D2 and cannot be brought to diagonal form. This

follows from the fact that A is not 1 : 1 on M2.

PROOF. A diagonal map is singular at a point (x,, x,, x,,, ...) if and only
if one or more of the functions x’(x,,), X’(X2), etc. is bad, i. e., falls to be strictly
increasing. It follows that either just one of them is bad and the singular
set is a collection of non-intersecting planes, or else &#x3E;2 of them are bad
and the singular planes associated to the first and the second intersect.

The latter is certainly not the case for Af - f + G f 2/2, the singular sheets
being disjoint, nor is the former: if just x’ 1 is bad then x2, X’ 3 etc. are good
and the restriction of the map to any singular plane x, = c is 1 : 1.

12. - Reaching from lower sheets.

It is known, and will be reproved in yet a third way, that every point
of H1 can be reached from MI by the field el. The present article is devoted
to reaching from lower sheets, e.g., from .M2 by the field e2. The principal
fact is that if f lies below Mn, then it can be reached from Mn by the field en
and, indeed, in at least two different ways, unlike the simple reach from MI-

PROOF. Let n = 2 for definiteness so that À2(f-)  0. It is required to
find f E ifs so as to have f- = f - ce2 with - e1 + f e2 = 0 and e2(O)
- e2(1) = 0, e2 having one interior root. The problem can be recast in a
more convenient form: f = f- + ce2 so what is needed is a solution of the
(non-linear) problem

with e(O) = e(1) = 0 and one interior root.
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The method of continuity is used. 1) is viewed as an initial value problem
with e(O) = 0 and e’(0) = 1; for c = 0, it has a solution with &#x3E; 2 interior
roots in conformity with the fact that A,(f-)  0; for some positive value
c = C1 it has a solution e = e1 with el(1) = 0 and no interior root, repre-
senting the known reach from .M1. The rest is plain: as c varies roots of
e = 0 can be created or destroyed only at x = 1, so there must be an interior
value 0  c2  c1 for which e = e2 vanishes at x = 1 and has one interior

root, representing a reach to 1- from M2. An immediate obstacle to this
nice plan is the fact that you may not be able to solve 1) up to x = 1 for general

00

values of c: for example, if f = 0, you cannot solve it if ((1 + i oe3]-1 de
o

is smaller than 1. Fortunately you can side-step this difficulty, replacing 1)
by another differential equation 2) so that 2) has solutions up to x = 1
for any value of c, and 1) and 2) have the same solutions with e(l) = 0 and
one interior root. The extension to lower sheets (&#x3E; 2 interior roots) will be
plain: for example, if Â4(/-)  0, then you have &#x3E; 3 interior roots for c = 0,
and none for c = c1, and so 3, 2, or 1 interior roots for intermediate 0  04
 C,  c2  c1 representing reaches from M4, M3, and M2.

STEP 1. If 0  c  c, is small then 1) has nice solutions up to x = 1 and
2) FEE 1) is perfectly adequate.

STEP 2. Fix a number co &#x3E; 0, take c &#x3E; c,,, and suppose e = e2 solves 1)
with e,(O) = 0, e’(0) = 1, e2(l) = 0, and one interior root. Then - e2
+ f- e2 ’Ce’ 2 may be multiplied by e2 and integrated up to 0  x  1

to obtain

Now, at the maximum or minimum of e2 ,

so that

which limits the size of 11 e, 11 _ independently of the values ?&#x3E;Co. Let

K &#x3E; 11 e, 11 _ be the best bound of this type.
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STEP 3. The modified problem for c,&#x3E; c,, is now declared to be

with an adjustable cut-off L somewhat larger than K; plainly, any solution
of 1) with e(O) = 0, e’(O) = 1, and e (1 ) = 0 also solves 2). It is to be proved
that L can be chosen independently of c &#x3E; 0 so that any solution of 2) with
e(O) = 0, e’ (o ) = 1, e(1) = 0, and one interior root lies between - Land + L
and so solves 1). This is easy to see. Note first that at the maximum of e,
e"  0 and if e &#x3E; 0 exceeds L, then f- e  - e" + f e = - ceL implies L c - f-/e,
so that this possibility can be avoided by choice of L:&#x3E; IIf-III/co. Then e

is limited from above between x = 0 and its interior root 0  r  1 and

e’(r)  0 is also limited. Now beyond x = r, - e’+ f_e  0 inviting com-
parison to the solution of - e"- + f-e- = 0 with the same data at x = r:
for a while, e_  0 and

so that e’ e - e_e’ rises from its value (= 0) at x = r and is &#x3E; 0, so that

e-le rises from its value (= 1) and e_ce. This shows that e lies above e-

up to x = 1, independently of c and of .L. The modified problem 2) may now
be completed by taking

FINISHING THE PROOF. The existence of a reach from M2 to f- is now
assured; it remains only to prove the existence of a second distinct reach.
The argument differs slightly for if 3. For if 3, you redo everything starting
from x = 1 with e (1 ) = 0 and e’ (1 ) _ - 1 instead of from x = 0 with

e(O) = 0 and e’(0) = 1. Replacement of e by - e produces a solution of

- e2 + f-e, = + e,e’ with C2 &#x3E; 0, e2(0) = e2(1) = 0, e’(0) &#x3E; 0, and one

interior root. This solution cannot be proportional to the old, the signature
of the right hand side being reversed, so a new reach is obtained.

.M2 is handled differently since the procedure for M2 could produce the
same reach (and will if f is symmetric about x = 1/2 ). This time, you start
at x = 1 with e (1 ) = 0 and e’ (1 ) = 1. The a priori bounds upon which the
validity of the modified problem depends continue to hold: only the order
of the argument of step 3 is reversed. The second its reflection, rescaled,
represents a solution of the present problem with one interior root and pa-
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rameter c2&#x3E; 0. Now, for c = 0, 2:,(f-)  0 implies that the solution has
&#x3E;3 interior roots, so there is an intermediate parameter 0  c3  c, for
which e = e3 has es(O) = 1 and 2 interior roots; naturally, e’(0)  0. Re-

placement of e3 by e,,Ie (0) restores the original e’(0) = 1 and fiips the signature
of c, from + to - producing the original reach.

AMPLIFICATION 1. If f- is symmetric about 0153 =!, the second reach
from M2 or M, is produced from the first by replacement of e = e2 or e,

by - e(I - x).

AMPLIFICATION 2. Let f- lie below Mn . Then it can be reached from M,
in &#x3E; 2 different ways for k = 2,..., n and in 1 way from M1, as in fig. 9
[n = 3]. The reflected points such as f+ situated at the ends of the dotted
lines all map to the single point in which the solid lines indicate reaches,
by basic geometry, and all these 6 solutions of Af = g are distinct, the general
result being that N(g) &#x3E; 2n if the lowest point of the preimage lies below Mn.
It follows that there are points (such as f+) above M1 which can be reached
from Mi in &#x3E; 2n = 4, 6, 8, ... ways.

Figure 9
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Lazer-Mc Kenna [6] prove a similar result for the equation g = - D2 f
+ K(f) with increasing K(f) crossing the first n eigenvalues of - D2 if g
is sufficiently high up, then N(g)&#x3E;2n.

AMPLIFICATION 3. The count 2n is found to be exact in the example
of art. 14 but must be higher in general: for example, if f- is just a little

1

above a point f4 E M4 where f e 4 3 =A 0, then it can be reached from M4 since
o

the differential (5) I - cF-Ine4 of the map f4 - f 4 + ce4 of X, x R into HI
is invertible. This raises the count to 7 = 2n + 1, and it could go much

higher; indeed, the situation seems very complicated in view of the presence
of cusps and higher singularities.

AMPLIFICATION 4. The example of art. 14 has g = cG1 = (c/2) x(1- x).
The preimage satisfies - f " + f2/2 = c which may be integrated explicitly
by means of simple elliptic functions. The lowest preimage should be ap-
proximately f = - B/2e and should cross the n-th sheet at c = n 4;r4 /2 about,
for a rough count of N(g) = 2n = 2,A c-In-1. This leads to the

CONJECTURE. N[g + cGl] - universal constant X c4 as ctoo.

This would follow if the count were not too sensitive to the details of g
as ctoo; actually no upper bound to N(g) seems to be known, so this is an
attractive question.

How FAR CAN YOU REACH? The whole of HI can be reached from lJI18
What about lower sheets M2 etc. Let Rn be the points that can be reached
from .lYl-n and note that it is filled up by lines f + Re,,,(f) with f E Mn. It

contains everything below Mn. The question is: how far up can you reach?

PROPOSITION 1. Rn is closed..
1

PROOF. Let 1+ = f + cen with f E Mn, - oo  c  oo, and f en = 1,
0

and let 1+ converge in HI. Then At+ converges, and f_ = f - cen is compact
since Af- = Af+ and A is a proper map. The rest is routine.

PROPOSITION 2. Rn c R,,-, for every n &#x3E; 2.

Let f- f - cen E Rn be reached from f E mn with c &#x3E; 0. Then - eff
+ f_e n ee2 with en(O) = e,,,(l) = 0 and n -I&#x3E; I interior roots. Ad-

justment of c produces a solution with n - 2 interior roots, representing a
reach from Mn-l. The proof is finished.

(5) 1(; is the co-projection 1 - el X e4.
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PROPOSITION 3. R2 falls short of Ml.

PROOF. Let f+ above or on Mi be reached from f E M2: f+ = f + ce2.
The reflected point f_ = f - ce2 lies below M, since Af- = Af+ and the
map is 1:1 above Mi. But then f- can be reached from Ml. The corre-

sponding reflection of f- across Hl represents a new preimage of At+ above
M1 and that is not possible.

PROPOSITION 4..Rn contains an open neighborhood of III n punctured
1

along the cubic locus .Ll where f e: = 0.
o

PROOF. As in amplif. 3 above.

AMPLIFICATION 5. The precise upper boundary even of R2 seems to be

complicated. It could touch M2 though only along the cubic locus; this

is a moot point. Besides, oR2 could have finite-dimensional corners (but
not worse) at places that can be reached from M2 in :&#x3E;2 different ways:
2 different reaches could produce 2 transversal half-patches in ’aR2. It is

not even known if R2 is connected or if it contains everything below ’aR2
(whatever that means). It would be pleasant if oR2 were convex, but that
is not clear either. The points above Hl which can be reached from Ml
in 1, 2, 3, ... distinct ways present a dual class of geometrical questions about
which nothing much is known. The model of amplif. 8.2 might be helpful
in these matters.

13. - Curvature of the singular sheets.

The principal curvatures of the sheets (and the associated directions)
can be computed following McKean [7]: for Mi, they are of one signature,
so that the sectional curvatures of Ml are all positive, as was known already
from its convexity; for M2 there enters one principle direction of opposite
curvature; for M3 , there enter two such ; for M4, three ; and so forth. Hl and lVl2
are seen in fig. 10. This is seen by computing the second fundamental form
of the sheet in the ambient space H1: it is a compact self adjoint operator
in TM whose eigenvalues are the principal curvatures.

PROOF. It is simplest to use the H° format. Let

be the downward-pointing unit normal at f E M n and let ac and b be tangent

vectors at The second fundamental form is [a, b]
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1

=fadnb, in which dnb is the derivative of n(f) in the direction b. This is
o

easy to compute:

1

and f ae’ = 0 permits the second piece to be ignored:
o

the normalization is adopted below so that this integral drops out of the
form. Now the (compact, self-adjoint) operator representing this form in

1 
-1

T M n is f - 2nenP-l(Cn f) in which 7 is the co-projection I - ef@ ef( jeo) ,
i.e. the profection of the ambient space onto T M n . Let f E TMn be an
eigenvector with eigenvalue p so that

Figure 10
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or what is the same as without the n, 2enF-l(eni} + cen = u f . Let

e = 2I’w(en f ) + cen so that / = ee.llz, noting that It cannot vanishes unless
e = 0 and 0 = Fe = 2en i which is not the case. It follows that 2F-I(ee’lu)
+ cen = e, whence Fe = 2ee2/,U, which is to say - e’+ ( f - 2e’//z)e = 0.
This shows that the eigenvalues p = y,. (m -F n) of the second fundamental
form are determined by the rule:

the corresponding principal directions being

with en = e,,,(f). The geometry is self-evident: f - 2e:/fl lies above f if fl  0

and below if fl &#x3E; 0; plainly it crosses every singular sheet, M n excepted;
in particular it has crossing at precissly n - 1 negative eigenvalues of fl. The

proof is finished.

AMPLIFICATION 1. 2/fln is just the (signed) distance from fEMn to’the
sheet Mm (m =A n) in the direction - ef .

AMPLIFICATION 2. 2/flm tends to 0 as mtoo, so most of the principal
curvatures are small; indeed, /lm = 0(m-2) by standard estimates and the
scalar curvature x I ,ui,uj is finite (6), the upshot being that the sheets

are pretty flat. ii

14. - Example. The preimage of a line.

Gl 2 x(l - x), so the solutions of A f = (a/2) x(I - x) satisfy - f"
+ f2/2 a with f (0) = f (1) = 0 and can be computed explicitly by means
of simple elliptic functions: in short, the whole preimage of the line

Rx(l- x) can be found. It is convenient to rescale so as to have - f" + 6f2
- a/2. Then, ( f’)2 = 4 f 3 - a f + b with a constant of integration b, this

being the Weierstrass T-function. It is required to adjust the value of b

(6) It is evaluated explicitly for :JI1 in lVIcKean [7].
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so that (T is real on a horizontal segment of C of length 1 and vanishes at
the ends; plainly, this cannot be done if a is so negative that aG1 falls below
A(M,) in the original scale; contrariwise, it can be done in many ways if

a &#x3E; 0 is large. The details are outlined below. Let 2mi and 2W2 be the

primitive periods of S and let e1 = q(co,), e2 = (W2)’ e3 = TJ (cv1 + (2) be
the roots of the cubic: 4T3 - aS -f- b = 4(J - e,)(5’- e2)(J - e3).

are noted for future use. Now ff 5’ is real on a horizontal line passing through
its fundamental cell, then its poles must be conjugate symmetric across
that line. This permits only three possibilities, seen in fig. 11, in which the
dark segment is where J is to be considered: there el &#x3E; e, &#x3E; e2 and 1) forces
e1 &#x3E; 0, so that on the dark segment 5&#x3E; e,, has no roots at all. This leaves

the second rectangular case and the rhombic case to be looked into.

Figure lI

RECTANGULAR CASE. ! is required to vanish on the dark segment and
the distance between some two roots of J = 0 on the extended horizontal
line is required to be 1.

STEP 1. e,  0 by 1) and e,  T  e, is required to vanish between (02
and w3 which makes e,, &#x3E; 0; T also vanishes symmetrically to the other side
of (Oa and no place else, being of degree 2. The square of I ) compared with 2 )
yields e’ 1 -E- e2 + e3 = a/2 so a &#x3E; 0; next, 1) implies e1 &#x3E; leal&#x3E; - e2l so 2)
yields e3 c a/12 ; and similar such considerations lead to the final limitations
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on e1, e2, e3 .

The choice of a and any one of e1, e2 , e,, between the indicated limits

determines all the other parameters; especially, y b&#x3E;O by 3).

STEP 2. 11 denotes 2w,, while 7s and 1, denote the distance between
consecutive roots of S = 0, with J  0 between for the first, and T &#x3E; 0

between for the second. 11 = 1, + I3 with

and

if any one of nI1, nh +12? or nI1 + I3 takes the value 1 f or n = 0, 1, 2 r
3, ... , then a solution of - f " -f- b f 2 = a/2 with f (0) = f (1 ) = 0 is obtained;
compare fig. 12.

Figure 12

Note that two distinct solutions are obtained from 7i = 1, 2I1 = 1,
3I1 = 1, etc., by a self-evident reflection, but only 1 from any other com-
bination.

STEP 3. Let p = re3 in I3 and eliminate e1 and e2 in favor of e, using 1)
and 2):

11 and I2 can be similarly expressed: in terms of the 3 new variables
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x = a/4e2 (e = e1, e2, e3), you find

The number &#x3E; 0 is viewed as a parameter and I  x,  3 is taken as the
basic variable: x, and x3 can be found from 2e1 = V a/"1 and the associated
values of e2 and e3 . It is helpful for the next step to introduce the extreme
values of 7i I2 , 13 corresponding to x, = 1 and x, = 3:

J2 = J3 is seen by the substitution r -&#x3E; 1/r - 1. J1 is smaller.

STEP 4 is the justification of fig. 13 which displays the several com-
binations of 7i, I2 , I3 as functions of 1  x,  3 for fixed a &#x3E; 0. The number

of solutions of - f’+ 6 f 2 = a/2 with f (0) = f (1 ) = 0 is found by counting
the number of curves crossing the horizontal level 1, keeping in mind that
Ii = 1, 211 = 1, 31, = 1, etc. produce two solutions. The lengthy details
are carried out in full in Scovel [8].
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RHOMBIC CASE. e, and e2 are complex conjugates, e3 and W3 = WI -f- W2
are real, and S is real on R: it tends to 0o at 0 and at 2W3 and has a minimum
e3 between; in particular, we need e3  0, in which case S = 0 has two roots
symmetrically placed about W3 and separated by a distance

with (7) x = a/4e;!. Each root of I2(u, a)= I produces one and only
one solution to our problem.

Figure 14

Figure 15

(7) The limitation e3 2 &#x3E; x/3 is inherent in the rhombic case.
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Figure 14 depicts 12 for moderate values of a  0: for large a  0, the
whole graph lies below the level 1 and no solutions are obtained; then it
rises and produces at a = a*, first one and later two solutions. The roots

of I, = 1 tend to - oo and 0 as atO. The solution arising from the lefthand
root tends to 0 with a and passes smoothly into the solution attached to
I., = 1 in fig. 13. The picture is different for ac &#x3E; 0: 12 increases from 0 to

1

a maximum 31 a-If (1 - r)i(r + ! )-1 dr at x 4 and for a not exceeding
o

there is a unique root of 12 = 1 representing the continuation through x = 0
of the right-hand root of fig. 14. The number a* = Jf is the asymptote of
I2 in fig. 13, and as a passes a* the surviving rhombic case solution passes
smoothly into the I2 = 1 solution of the rectangular case.

SUMMARY. If a  a*, there is no solution at all; at a = a*, a rhombic
solution appears, which splits in two as a increases further; one branch
passes smoothly into the rectangular solution coming from I3 = 1 in fig. 13
as a crosses 0 and persists from then on, while the other persists until
a === a* = J4 when it changes into the rectangular solution coming from
12 = 1. The latter persists until a = J2 when it splits in three (8) ; these
branches continue thereafter. The pattern repeats itself, starting a little
below a = (2J,)4: at that moment, a new solution appears which immediately
splits into two branches, one persisting from then on and the other splitting
in three at a = (2J2)4; further solutions appear a little below a = (3J2)4, etc.
Figure 16 tells the story more concisely; the little crosses indicate the transi-
tion from the rhombic case to the rectangular.

AMPLIFICATION. It is instructive to follow the motion of the preimages
fl , f27 f 3 etc., relative to the singular sheets; the discrepancy between the
present scaled problem - f’+ 6 f 2 = a/2 and the original - fl+ f2 /2 = a
is ignored. The bottom solution f 1 makes its debut at a = a*; it lies on M1
and immediately splits into f2 and f, owing to the local folding along M1;
/2 stays above M1 forever, while f,, moves down and splits into f4, f,,7 /6 at
a = J4 . This is when f 3 arrives at Ma. The split is 3-fold, so f, is not a fold

2

point: instead it must be in the cubic locus e’ = 0; compare fig. 17, in
2

which the lines joining f 4, f 5 , /6 represent reflections across M2

(8) Ii = I produces two solutions, not one.
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Figure 17

Let us confirm this picture, to wit : f, lies below M2 while 15 and 16 lie above.

PROOF. f, comes from I1 + Ia == 1, which is to say that 0  x  I com-
prises a full period between three consecutive roots of p = 0 plus an interval
where p &#x3E; 0; see fig. 12. Let 0  a  b  I be the roots of 14 = 0 closest to
x = 0 and to x = 1. Then-fff 4 +6f2 4 = a/2 implies that - e" + 12f4 e = 0
with e = f4, and since e has one interior root between x = a and = b,
the restricted eigenvalue ’(12f,) vanishes. This proves that the unrestricted

eigenvalue 2,(12f,,) is  0, so that f4 lies below M2 (9). Now f5, 7 f, is the pair
of solutions coming from 7i = 1. They are mirror images of each other about
x = 2 , so they lie on the same side of M2. The map A is a compact per-
turbation of the identity to which the index (= local degree) of Leray-
Schauder applies (see Berger [2]) ; in particular, the index (- 1) of f, is

the sum of the like indices of f, and f, and the inhex (+ 1) of f 4 : in short
both f5 and fs have index - 1 and so lie above M2.

What happens next? 14, 15, t6 do not merge or split after a = J’ 2 so they
do not touch any singular sheets but remain: f, between .M2 and X,, and
/5y 16 between X, and M2, as in fig. 18. The next event is that f 7 suddenly
appears at a fold point of Ma: 2,(12f,)  0 is proved as for f4 and A4(12f,) &#x3E; 0

similarly by considering the roots of f , 7 next below x = 0 and next above
x = 1. Then f splits into 18 above Ma and f,, below, of which the former stays
between If 3 and Ifgy while the latter hits M4 at a point of its cubic locus
and splits in 3. The pattern repeats itself from then on; in particular, if

(9) The 12 is to be ignored: it is an artifact of the scaling.
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the lowest f lies between Mn and .lVl n+1, then there are exactly two more f’s between
M i and M i+l for 1  i  n and still another above Mi for a total count of 2n,
as was announced before.

Figure 19
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